This year, to go through access tests of CAU School there are two calls: one on July 5th and
6th and the other one on September 20th and 21st. Tests will be in person except if sanitary
situation in relation of COVID-19 permits.
Access tests are:
1. Physical test where we could get an idea how you are about strength and flexibility in arms,
legs, trunk ... Endurance and knowledge of acrobatics, back and forth somersault, side somersault,
jump with legs together, joined, opened, how you can join different exercises, coordination,
handstand... We do not ask for mortal or flic-flac but if you have it, it's better.
2. Theatral test: you must prepare a monologue, in one of the attached documents are the texts
and you have to choose which of them you want to expose, the Cocteau of the book The Beautiful
Indifferent (Le bel indifférent) or of Much ado about Nothing of William Shakespeare; one is Beatriz
part (Act Second Scene I), another is Benedict part (Act second scene I). The monologues can be
done as you wish, it is your proposal (but it cannot be read), you can use music if you want (you
will have to bring it on your mobile phone or pendrive). It can be done in your language and can be
represented by physical theater, at your choice but always without being read.
3. Personal interview is the third test.

*OPTIONAL TEST: You can present a number of 3 minutes in any of the specialties of the school:
aerial, acrobatic bearing, balance, tightrope or acrodanza. Totally optional.
CURRICULUM/STUDY PLANNING is 2 years long.
FIRST YEAR:
Core subjects: Theater, Acrobatics, Dance, Physical Preparation, Handstand, Street Theater,
Physical Theater, clown and characterization.
Optional subjects to choose two (you will not do at same time, one of them during first part of the
year and the other the second quarter) or just one all year long.
Aerial, acrobatic, tightrope and a mixture of Acrodance and Handstand THIS HAS A PREVIOUS
TESTS AND THE SCHOOL DECIDES WHO CAN DO IT. IN SECOND YEAR IT IS A CORE OR
SPECIALITY SUBJECT.
SECOND:
Core subjects: Theater, Acrobatics, Acrodance, Physical Preparation, handstand, physical theater,
Creation, Clown and choose one of optional subjects.
School year runs from October to May and to give you an idea about workload, we attach the
schedule and calendar of current year.
The school has a cost of € 3000 each course
If you decide to present to the tests, you must send us:
• Filled sheet attached
• One picture in the attached file
• Curriculum vitae
• Indicate what call you present (July or September)
Remember that registration period ends on June 1st for July test and September 14th for
September tests. Limit aged is 30 years
The tests last from 9.30 to 18 h
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